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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Tourism Information System of UTÖ was developed in ARCGIS9.0 by KARToTEK 
Teknikutbildarna AB. This information system helps people who visit this island by providing 
information on various tourist spots, hotels, restaurants etc. This system has a menu driven 
GUI (Graphical user interface) which includes a map of the island, various tools, menus and 
submenus that can be used to find information about different places in this island. This 
system is taken care by the tourist office which can be used by tourists who want to get more 
information about the island. 
 
 
Since many tourists visit this island every year it is necessary to modify UTÖ tourist 
information system more user friendly. To improve UTÖ tourist information system various 
usability tests were conducted with this system which was setup in a lab and test users were 
given some tasks to solve using this system. Test users were interviewed about how they 
solved the tasks and also asked to give their own view to improve the system. As a tourist 
what are additional features that are necessary in the system to improve the user friendliness. 
 
 
Currently UTÖ Tourism Information System is a standalone system which is not linked to any 
web based application. According to usability test conducted for UTÖ tourist information 
system, the future system can be developed as follows: The system should be developed into a 
web based application. So information can be accessed any where in the world. 
 
 
There should be some pictures in the popup information window screen and the menu 
structure of system has to be modified. North arrow symbol, over all view of image which 
shows near by surrounding island should be added. Legend of the map should be added for 
better understanding of information conveyed by colors that are displayed in the map. The 
display structure of distance measurement tools needs to be changed. Proper symbols for 
many submenus need to be changed for better understanding of information conveyed by the 
symbols. 
 
 
Main challenge of this usability test of TURGIS (is the name given to the GUI (Graphical user 
interface) of the of UTÖ tourist information system) is this system should be modular and 
capable to be used by wide range of people without any guidance of others. Usability testing 
is important for developing effective design of systems by which users can interact 
effectively.  
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CHAPTER 1:    INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This thesis deals with a usability test of application software for UTÖ Tourism 
information system. This system was developed by KARToTEK Teknikutbildarna 
AB using ARCGIS9.0. In this thesis we mainly concentrate on usability testing of 
software for the tourist so that they can use the interface without any guidance for 
retrieving the information. For this purpose the software is tested with wide variety of 
different test users and feed back from test users are written in a paper. Difficulties of 
software are also noted when they face problem while trying to solve some of the 
tasks during testing time. This application software is tested in all aspects such as 
usage of map tools, display of map, visualization of map, menus and submenu options 
and the symbol used for tourist spots etc. 
 
According to the feedback given by test users the system is considered for further 
modification and to make system more user friendly for tourist. In this approach not 
all suggestions given by test users are taken into consideration because satisfying all 
needs of customers is difficult but major problems are considered. This system can be 
modified further, like wise additional facilities that are needed, tools that are 
necessary to be added, visualization color to be changed and other facilities are 
considered according to test users suggestions. 
 
1.2 BACKGROUND 
 
Tourism Information System of UTÖ helps people who visit the island by providing 
information about various tourism spots, hotels, restaurants etc. This is a menu driven 
GUI interface which includes the map of the island, different tools, and menus, 
submenus that are useful for tourist to find places and to know information about 
different places in this island. This system is maintained by the tourist office and the 
tourist who visits the tourist office to know about the island can use this system to get 
more information and visualize the island with this system. 
 
The usability testing is for the further development of the system. So the tourists (both 
local and international users) find the system more users friendly and they can able to 
access the information about this island. This provides information on different tourist 
places, accommodation facility etc so they can plan for a holiday trip. These are the 
reasons to modify the system according to users and we need usability testing which 
is carried out for Tourism Information System of UTÖ. 
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Due to advancement of software, hardware, technology has become more flexible to 
users and now we are in web based technology world, we like to get the information 
about the places via internet before we visit the place physically. The information that 
can be retrieved are language spoken, available transport facility, cost of 
accommodation, food expense etc. So we have to update UTÖ tourism information 
system into web based application and the system should be flexible, user friendly to 
access information about the UTÖ Island. This will help the tourists to make the 
planning easier and flexible. UTÖ tourist information can be converted into web 
based application also. Before we do this we must test this system for user 
friendliness and flexibility of system. In this study we carried out usability survey of 
currently available system. 
 
1.3 OBJECTIVES 
 
The main purpose of usability test is to improve existing system in such a way that the 
system is more user friendly to tourism customers who are visiting the place. The idea 
is to improve visualizations of the map on screen, and to add more facilities to the 
system. 
 
Usability test is carried out by explaining the system to users and what we are going 
to do with existing system. Test person is allowed to sit before the system, follow 
instructions, and answer questions. Results are then analyzed for further development 
of the system.  
 
By conducting usability test with different categories of people we can expect to 
obtain the information’s about: proper design of cartographic symbols, suggestions 
for modifications of current map, suggestions about information that ought to be 
added to current system and modification of map colors. These tests also gave a 
general evaluation of user friendliness of the system. 
 
1.4 METHODOLOGY:   
 
The participants were provided with information comprising experimental goals, aims 
and objectives. In first part of test users were given a number of tasks such as, 
spotting places, finding information about how to reach a certain location, finding 
certain facilities such as restaurant etc. They were also asked how they managed to 
complete different tasks and their opinions are noted in a paper by the interviewer. 
 
Second part of test was performed as a “think-aloud test”. Users were given a number 
of tasks and were asked to speak his thoughts as he solves the tasks. After “think-
aloud” test is completed there were various questions asked to the users about how 
they experienced the system. 
 
Each and every test users were given a maximum of one hour for usability testing and 
test is carried out in five different categories, each category is targeted for a special 
purpose. After solving tasks in each category before proceeding to the next category 
there was two minutes break given to test users. 
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The System was placed in separate table in a separate room and the users were 
provided with necessary facilities that are needed to carry out the test. The interviewer 
and the users were provided with a separate chair before the system. Room was 
maintained silent, no noise from outside can enter the testing lab environment. 
Interviewer explains the system in a detailed way so that the test user can easily 
understands the system and the interviewer also explains about the test, what 
respondent was going to do with system. After system was explained to test user, he 
was given 10 minutes to operate the system or software. Test user feels a user friendly 
environment and does not be in a nervous condition for the test. After test user says he 
was ready the interviewer asks the questions and monitors how the test user solves the 
task, what are the tools, menus and submenus he uses to solve the problem. Test user 
is asked about the task after the task is completed, what are the difficulties he faced, 
how did he overcome the difficulties? When ever test user finds more difficult he is 
given a small clue from interviewer so he can solve the task from where he got struck 
up and complete the task. 
 
1.5 RELATED WORKS IN THIS FIELD 
 
INTERNET BASED SOFTWARE FOR REMOTE USABILITY TESTIN G OF 
ICONS 
 
The main objective was to improve and evaluate icons that are displayed on map 
which help customers who are from different geographical locations to understand the 
information conveyed by the icons. Many icons are developed to convey different 
information to customers and all icons that are developed should convey same 
information wherever they use the same icons even in different geographical location. 
 
” A software tool named “UNIFACE” for remote usability testing of icons is designed 
capitalizing on far reaching capability of internet” * 
 
USABILITY TESTING OF MAP DESIGNS 
 
Maps are the only way which can represent geographical locations and information of 
the location in a more effective way. In that angle tourism map plays a major role in 
conveying information and location representation. If maps are not properly designed 
they will not convey proper information to end-users they can mislead them. If maps 
are web based most care should be taken to the design of map which conveys proper 
information. 
 
“Maps have the potential to display the geographic patterns of millions of statistical 
data points, something impossible using a tabular display. A poorly designed map, 
however, can fail to convey important underlying features in the data or can even 
distort their true geographic patterns.”** 
 
 
 
*Dinesh S. Katre.UniFace,  Internet Based Software for Remote Usability Testin g of Icons,  Centre for 
development of advanced  computing(C-DAC), India 
 
**Linda Williams Pickle. Usability Testing of Map Designs,  National cancer Institute, Bethesda, 20892-8317 
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THE CHALLENGE OF ANALYZING GEOVISUALIZATION TOOL US E 
 
Visualization of map is more important aspect of the map. When maps are not 
properly visualized on screen it does not convey proper result. Visualization involves 
color representation and dynamic behavior of map. Due to advancement of computer 
end-users has some knowledge of map and how they should be represented and 
visualized on screen. End-users could able to generate their own maps with help of 
available software. Geo-visualization plays a major role in conveying information and 
Usability assessment. 
 
“Although research advances in dynamic mapping are being rapidly incorporated in 
commercial mapping and GIS products, little is understood about the use of 
interactive maps or how that use influences tasks such as knowledge construction or 
decision-making.”*** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
***Dan Haug, Alan M. Mac Eachren, and Frank Hardisty, The Challenge Of Analyzing Geovisualization Tool Us e, 
GeoVISTA  
   Center, Department of Geography, 302 Walker Penn State University, USA, http://www.geovista.psu.edu ref date 
(2006-03-23) 
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CHAPTER 2:    GIS CONCEPTS 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION  
 
Geographic Information System (GIS) is a computer based information system used 
to digitally represent and analyze the geographic features present on the Earth surface. 
The term computer based system is nothing but converting the paper form of data into 
computer readable format known as digital format which will be easier for analyses. 
 
"Every object present on the Earth can be geo-referenced", is the fundamental key of 
associating any database to GIS. Here, term 'database' is a collection of information 
about things and their relationship to each other and 'geo-referencing' refers to the 
location of a layer or coverage in space defined by the co-ordinate referencing 
system.* 
  
2.2 History of GIS 
  
Work on GIS began in late 1950s, but first GIS software came only in late 1970s from 
the lab of the ESRI. Canada was the pioneer in the development of GIS as a result of 
innovations dating back to early 1960s. Much of the credit for the early development 
of GIS goes to Roger Tomlison. Evolution of GIS has transformed and revolutionized 
the ways in which planners, engineers, managers etc. conduct the database 
management and analysis * 
 
2.3 GEOGRAPHICAL DATA SETS 
 
Geographic Data Types: 
 
The two terms, data and information are often used. They both have a specific 
meaning. Data can be described as different observations, which are collected and 
stored. Information is that data, which is useful in answering queries or solving a 
problem.   

 
Figure 2.3.1 Geographic’s Data Sets 

                                                     (Source: http://www.fpa.nifc.gov) 
 
 
* http://www.gisdevelopment.net/tutorials/tuman006.htm, RefDate (2006-03-23) 

In the above figure first layer is transport, second layer is land use, third layer is 
Census Tracts, fourth layer is Structures, fifth layer is Postal codes and last layer is 
Raster Imagery.  
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Spatial and Non-spatial data: 
 
Attribute Data (Non-Spatial Data) 
 
The attributes refer to properties of spatial entities. They are often referred to as non-
spatial data since they do not represent the location information.  
 

Table No 2.3.3.1(Attribute Table) 
 

District Name  Area Population  
Noida 395 sq. Km. 6,75,341 
Ghaziabad 385 sq. Km. 2,57,086 
Mirzapur 119 sq. Km. 1,72,952 

       (Source: http://www.gisdevelopment.net) 

 
In the above Table first column represents District Name, second column represents 
area, and third column represents population. Noida, Ghaziabad, Mirzapur are name 
of places and numerical values represent area and population of districts. 
                                   
Spatial Data: 
 
Geographic position refers to the fact that each feature has a location that can be 
specified using latitude and longitude imaginary lines that are represented on earth. 
To specify position in an absolute way a coordinate system is used. For small areas, 
the simplest coordinate system is regular square grid. For larger areas, certain 
approved cartographic projections are commonly used. Internationally there are many 
different coordinate systems in use. There are FOUR ways in which geographic data 
can be represented namely points, lines, areas, and continuous surfaces. 
  
Point Data: 
 
Points are simplest type of spatial data. They are-zero dimensional objects with only a 
position in space but no length. 

 
Figure 2.3.2 Point Data Set 

(Source: http://www-users.aston.ac.uk) 

 
In the above figure Point Data Set, point represents one of the geographic point 
features which has xy coordinate in a xy plane for the feature. 
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Line Data: 
 
Lines (also termed segments or arcs) are one-dimensional spatial objects. Besides 
having a position in space, they also have a length. 

 
Figure 2.3.3 Line Data Set 
(Source: http://www-users.aston.ac.uk) 

 
In the above figure Line Data Set, line structure represents geographic line feature 
which has xy coordinate in a xy plane for the feature. 
 
Area Data: 
Areas (also termed polygons) are two-dimensional spatial objects with not only a 
position in space and a length but also a width (in other words they have an area). 

 
Figure 2.3.4 Area Data Set 

(Source: http://www-users.aston.ac.uk) 

 
In the above figure Area Data Sets, polygon structure represents geographic polygon 
feature which has xy coordinate in a xy plane for the feature. 
 
 
 
Continuous Surface: 
 
Continuous surfaces are three-dimensional spatial objects with not only a position in 
space, a length and a width, but also a depth or height (in other words they have a 
volume).  
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Figure 2.3.5 Continuous (Contour) Data Set 
(Source: http://www.photosat.ca) 

 
In the above figure Continuous (Contour) data sets, represents contour data or 
continuous data which has different elevation. 
 
2.4 GIS DATA CAPTURE 
 
Data used in GIS often come from different formats, and are stored in different ways. 
GIS provides tools and methods for integration of different data into a format to be 
compared and analyzed. Data sources are mainly obtained from manual digitization 
and scanning of aerial photographs, paper maps, and existing digital data sets.  

 
 

 
Figure 2.4.1 Principal Functions of GIS Data Captur e 

(Source: http://www.gisdevelopment.net) 
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In the above figure Principal function of GIS data capture shows different ways GIS 
data can be captured one of them is Air photos; paper Maps which is scanned to 
convert them into vector data. Next step shows different ways we can covert into 
vector data. One is heads-up digitizing and other is heads-down digitizing. We can 
then store them in data base in vector format, COGO format, CAD format and 
ARC/INFO coverage format. 
  
2.5 DATABASE MANAGEMENT AND UPDATE: 
 
GIS provides facilities, for storing and maintaining datas. Data storing and 
maintaining includes the following aspects: data security, integrity, storage, retrieval, 
and maintenance abilities. 
 
2.6 GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: 
 
Data integration and conversion are only a part of the input phase of GIS. What is 
required next is the ability to interpret and to analyze the collected information 
quantitatively and qualitatively.  

 

Figure 2.6.1 Geographic Analysis 
(Source: http://www.gisdevelopment.net) 

 
In the above figure Geographic Analysis, the process of how analysis can be done 
using digital data. The different geographic features taken into consideration are 
namely streams, roads, zones, soils, flood, fault and slope using different criteria for 
analysis they are buffered and overlay to get output, finally resultant map is produced 
and report is generated. 
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2.7 PRESENTING RESULTS: 
 
One of the most exciting aspects of GIS technology is variety of different ways in 
which information can be presented once it has been processed by GIS. Traditional 
methods of tabulating and graphing data can be supplemented by maps and three 
dimensional images. Visual communication is one of the most fascinating aspects of 
GIS technology and is available in a diverse range of output options. 
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CHAPTER 3: UTÖ TOURISM INFORMATION SYSTEM 
 
UTÖ tourism information system was developed in ARCGIS9.0 by södertörns 
högskola. This GUI interface was developed for tourism development purpose and 
this system will help tourist to find tourist places that are available in the island; for 
example they can easily find places for accommodation and other activity. 
 

 
Fig 3.1 Showing the UTÖ Island Information System 

 
The above figure 3.1 shows the setup for usability testing which was carried out for 
UTÖ tourist information system. 
 

 
Fig 3.2 Showing the Map with tool Bars and Menus 

 
The above figure 3.2 shows GUI interface of UTÖ tourist information system 
showing different tools, menus, maps from which you can get the information about 
the island. 
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GUI interface is developed in such a way that when we switch on the system it 
automatically executes the exe file that is necessary for GUI interface and it 
automatically starts the main menu that is need for TURGIS (TURGIS is name given 
for this GUI interface through which we are going to explore details of UTÖ island). 
In main menu we have two options namely whether you would like to have the names 
in English or Swedish. There is an option to know about the TURGIS which tells you 
about this GUI interface. There is an option in center of screen design which says 
Start TURGIS which help you to visualize maps, tools, menus available where you 
can find information about the island. 
 
This system has different options like menus, tools bars, scales. The map of island is 
displayed in center of screen with different colors indicating different importance 
places available in the island. 
 

 
Fig 3.3 Different tool bars that are available on the GUI interface 

 
The above figure 3.3 shows GUI interface of UTÖ tourist information system 
showing different tools option highlighted. 

 
Fig 3.4 Example of the tool bar namely zooms in tool bar 

 
The above figure 3.4 shows GUI interface of UTÖ tourist information system 
showing zoom tool option. 
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Screen design is carried out in such a way that the screen is divided into four parts 
namely: the left hand side of screen contains menus and submenus options, top of 
screen contains toolbar which are mainly used to navigate map and to find 
information of different places, bottom of screen contain a scale bar and UTÖ map is 
highlighted in different color in center of the screen. The background of screen design 
is in white color 
 
There is an option for text to be displayed on screen. This option is available above 
menu options where you can check the box if you need to show text on map or 
uncheck the box so no text will be displayed on map. 
 

 
Fig 3.5 Map and Menu with Information Tool Bars Highlighted 

 
The above figure 3.5 shows GUI interface of UTÖ tourist information system 
showing information tool bar highlighted. The left hand side menu bar contains eight 
main menus and submenus under them. 
 

 
Fig 3.6 The Main Menu is displayed in the above figure 
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The above figure 3.6 shows GUI interface of UTÖ tourist information system 
showing Main menu options. 
 
Submenus:  
 

 
Fig 3.7 Main menu with the submenu are displayed in the above fig 

 
The above figure 3.7 shows GUI interface of UTÖ tourist information system 
showing sub menus highlighted 
 

 
Fig 3.8 Main menu with the submenu are displayed in the above fig 

 
The above figure 3.8 shows GUI interface of UTÖ tourist information system 
showing other parts of submenus highlighted. 
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Fig 3.9 Showing the Scale Bar 

 
The above figure 3.9 shows GUI interface of UTÖ tourist information system 
showing scale bar option highlighted. 
 
This system helps tourist for a better understanding of island and to spend time more 
effectively. This is the UTÖ system that we are going to test for usability. This system 
provides information about the island, to make it more users friendly this usability 
testing is carried out for this GUI interface. 
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CHAPTER 4:   USABILITY ENGINEERING 
 

4.1 DEFINITION OF USABILITY  
 
It is important to realize that usability is not a single, one-dimensional property of a 
user interface. Usability has multiple components and is traditionally associated with 
these five usability attributes. 
 
Learnability:  The system should be easy to learn so that the user can rapidly start 
getting some work done with system 
 
Efficiency: The system should be efficient to use, so that once the user has learned 
the system, a high level of productivity is possible.  
 
Memorability:  The system should be easy to remember, so that the casual user is 
able to return to the system even if he did not use for some period. 
 
Errors:  The system should have a low error rate, so that users make only few errors 
during the use of the system. If they do make errors they can easily recover from the 
errors. Further, catastrophic errors must not occur. 
 
Satisfaction: The system should be pleasant to users, so that the users are subjectively 
satisfied when using it. 
 
4.2 THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN USABILITY ENGINEERING    
      AND USABILITY TESTING 
 
Usability Engineering:  
 
Usability engineering method involves several steps which are executed at appropriate 
times which include the following. 
 

� Gathering requirements,  
� Developing and testing prototypes,  
� Evaluating design alternatives,  
� Analyzing usability problems,  
� Proposing solutions,  
� Testing the interface with users.  

 
Usability Testing:  
 
Usability testing is the sub part of usability engineering. Usability testing method 
involves several ranges of methods for having users try out interface; test users 
perform a variety of tasks with interface while observer records test user’s work. 
Observer will record all activities that are mentioned below. 
 

� Collecting data on the paths users take to do tasks. 
� Errors they make. 
� When and where they are confused or frustrated,  
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� How fast they do a task,  
� Whether they succeed in doing the task,  
� How satisfied they are with the experience.  

 
4.3 THINKING ALOUD 
 
Thinking aloud is most useful and important usability test. The important aspect of 
this method is to allow test users to speak out what they think while they do the task. 
This method helps to know what problem he is facing while doing the task and to find 
out their opinion of particular task: positive and negative. What are the difficulties 
that are involved in the task from start point of task till he finds the solution for the 
task? During the process test user keeps on speaking out what problem he faces in 
each step, what method he could apply to solve the problem and how he likes to solve 
the problem without giving a chance for asking some suggestions. All these aspects 
are recorded while he speaks out when solving the task. 
 
This method has a negative point that is; if we are giving more importance to 
customers some times customers may try to give false opinion of problem they are 
faced because of ignorance or negligence.  
 
Test users will like to comments on aspects of user interface whether they like or not. 
This comment is great advantages of the thinking-aloud method that one can collect 
such informal comments about small problems they are facing. These comments must 
be collected from many test users; finally we have to go through comments and try to 
avoid problems that are faced by test users. 
 
Usability testing with real users or test users gives us the direct impact about how 
people use computers and what their exact problems with the interface being tested. 
The two most important criteria to be met by the real test user testing are the 
reliability and validity. 
 
Reliability:  whether we could able to achieve the expected result from all the 
customers. 
 
Validity:   whether the result actually reflects the usability issues one wants to test. 
 
4.4 PILOT TEST:  
 
Pilot testing should be done before any real test to be conducted because it gives most 
valuable information of test we are going to conduct. Mistakes involved in the test can 
be rectified before real test are conducted. From pilot test we can even have chance of 
modifying test tasks since in pilot testing it did not yield proper result. 
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4.5 QUESTIONNAIRE  
 
Questionnaire: 
 
The most important aspects of usability testing lies in question design. Questions 
designed must convey proper objective of the task to be solved. There should not be 
any difficult words in question so test user get confused and afraid of question. 
Important aspects that are to be considered before designing a question and form 
design are given below. 
 
The question should be motivating, encouraging to the respondent to become involved 
in task he is going to solve, and to complete task within in stipulated time. 
Questionnaire should minimize response error. Questionnaire can be a major source 
of response error. Minimizing this error is an important objective of questionnaire 
design. 
 
 
4.6 INTERVIEWING METHOD: 
 
Interviewing method chosen for this usability testing is personal interview. Test users 
see interviewer and interact face-to-face with interviewer. So we can ask lengthy, 
complex and varied questions. The interviewer records all activities of test user in a 
paper while test user is solving the task. The interviewer records all activity from start 
point of task to end point of the task. After this he is asked to give some command 
from his personal point of view about the task and system which is also recorded by 
interviewer for analysis purpose. 
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CHAPTER 5:  METHODOLOGY & QUESTIONNAIRE   
                            
5.1 STUDY SETUP 
 
Usability engineering test for UTÖ island study setup was done in a lab where the 
system was moved from UTÖ Island to the lab where usability test was performed. 
UTÖ system which is to be tested is kept in a separate table so there will not be any 
disturbance for respondent and interviewer. User friendly environment was created. 
There will not be any other external disturbance from outside since test environment 
is conducted in a separate room. Respondent can concentrate on tasks and solve the 
task, give proper feed back of difficulties that he faced during task solving. 
 
Both respondent and interviewer are provided with an individual chair, both 
respondent and interviewer face the system, interviewer will describe the system to 
respondent in a detailed manner. So respondent will have some good knowledge of 
the system, and then after respondent is asked whether he could able to understand the 
system and what is he going to do with the system. Respondent is visually shown the 
system by interviewer and he describes the system the available tool bar, menus and 
submenus. Respondent is given 10 minutes to use the system. So respondent will feel 
more comfort, user friendly to the environment and with the system he is going to 
work. 
 
When respondent says he is ready for test, respondent will be questioned and 
monitored by the interviewer, the way he try to approach to solve answers, tools that 
he is going to use, menus and submenus he is going to select for the task. Interviewer 
will monitor for quick response from respondent and when respondent feels more 
difficult interviewer will help him by giving some clue for respondent to solve the 
task from where he could able to proceed. 
 
Like wise respondent will be asked several questions from the interviewer and how 
quick respondent could able to solve the task. Respondent is monitored by 
interviewer, what are different tools he uses for solving different tasks and whether he 
uses proper tools, able to select proper menus and submenus for different tasks.  
 
After solving respondent will be asked about their view how they do feel about this 
interface like: Is this interface more useful? What are difficulties they faced while 
solving tasks? Where did they misguide? Was there any guidance needed while 
solving tasks? Does the interface user friendly? Feed back from respondent will be 
noted in a paper and will be considered during analysis. Each feed back form will be 
studied thoroughly by interviewer who is going to do analysis and a scale rating is 
given for feed back. 
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I interviewed 100 customers 40% of interviewed customers where from finance, 
chemistry, administration, geodesy and others. They are new to this system but they 
are exposed to computer system already. Usability testing time of system is one hour 
and for each section respondent is given two minutes rest before start of next test. 
There were many respondents in age groups 20-30 (60%) and 30-40(30%) and above 
40 (10%). 
 
5.2 METHODOLOGY 
 
Methodology that is used to test usability of UTÖ island interface is Thinking Aloud 
test. Purpose of choosing this method is that each and every individual is separately 
asked to solve the tasks and their individual feed back is taken from them. This 
Thinking Aloud test will allow the respondent to think while solving tasks for a while 
and then to solve tasks. After tasks are solved respondent will be questioned about 
user friendliness of system, was interface useful to solve needs of respondent and did 
they face any problem while solving tasks. Respondents are allowed to think, answer 
tasks how they solved the problem, where did they face difficulty, how could they 
over come difficulty, did they need any guidance for solving task, could they able to 
get proper guidance from system to solve tasks. Based on feedback given by 
respondent analysis for this interface will be done. 
 
5.3 QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
While preparing usability testing questions for the UTÖ tourist information system I 
have considered several factors to improve performance of the system. The first and 
main factor is that could they able to identify tool bars and menu options that are 
available, could they able to identify submenu properly from main menus.  
 
Questionnaire is subdivided into five main categories namely general information 
question, location identification question, symbol identification question, direction 
and measurement question, system design question. First and foremost important 
place is tourist office for any tourist. While considering the task I asked them to locate 
the tourist office on map. This gives idea to find tourist office in the island and they 
could able to locate the office. Second most important factor is that to find a place for 
accommodation. For this question there are several factors involved while designing: 
one of them is whether it is a single room or double room or family room. Rent for 
these rooms, whether kitchen is attached or not what are other facilities that are 
available for the room. Whether it is possible to book the room in advance is it 
possible to book room through internet. What are opening hours of hotel so that we 
can contact them about the room? While designing question for different tourist spots 
of island the main consideration is, what are the different tourist spots that the tourists 
are interested to visit in this island according to their taste? While designing question 
for boat rent, factors to be involved is that what type of boat a tourist is going to rent, 
what is the cost of renting boat per hour, what is the fuel cost, what are the opening 
hours for the boat renting office, what are the evidence they have to produce for 
renting a boat? 
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Like wise a tourist could able to locate places by seeing the symbols, recognize the 
symbol what they mean. We had tested various symbols with test users like beach, 
hotel, church, barbeque, boat rent, sport and game.  
 
Another important factor is that we can use measurement tools for measuring distance 
from one tourist place to another tourist place. Tourist can decide what type of facility 
he can use to reach the place or can they go by foot to reach the place. So I tested the 
customers by asking to measure the distance from hotel to gas station to test whether 
users can locate the tool bar (scale bar) easily. 
  
Most important factor is menu and submenus. For this purpose different questions are 
asked from different menus so test users can identify proper menu to locate submenus. 
In this system there are many changes to be done so that it will be easier to locate 
proper menu to find proper submenus. 
 
Visualization of map on screen is more important to test how well map is visualized 
on the screen. How did map attracted tourist, does color of map is good, what are the 
modification needed for improving the map. Question for this is given in appendix 
under section system design and question no is 3. 
 
FORM DESIGN: 
 
In this usability testing questions are prepared under five different categories namely  
 

� General information question 
� Location identification question 
� Symbol identification question 
� Direction and measurement question 
� System design question 
 

General information question contains six questions and location identification 
question contains six questions, symbol identification question contains eight 
questions, direction and measurement question contains four questions, and system 
design question contains four questions. 
 
Questions are printed in separate paper which can be read legibly and neatly with 
proper numbering and spacing. Test user is handed one set of questions and 
interviewer is handed one set of questions so that they will not face any problem for 
question papers. While interviewer asks questions to test users, test users can refer his 
own set of question paper and he can also read the questions. At end of interviewer 
section we have a separate personal information question which helps interviewer to 
identify people who solved tasks properly, who could able to give proper suggestions 
for further development of the system. 
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CHAPTER 6:  ANALYSIS (RESULTS FOR ENGLISH INTERFACE) 
 
According to usability test conducted for tourism system of UTÖ, outcome of test are 
taken into consideration for analysis. In general, GUI application developed for UTÖ 
is good and it is driven by menu with necessary tools. To make the system more 
efficient and user friendly, a usability test was conducted for TURGIS of UTÖ system 
which was developed using ARCGIS 9.0. According to test and statistical report 
following analysis was done. 
  
Usability test was conducted in five different topics; each topic has different questions 
which are designed in such a way that more outcome can be driven from test users 
about the system, which in turn helps for further development of satisfying the needs 
of a tourism system with more efficiency, so that customers can play tour for 
archipelago UTÖ island with more comfortable way. 
 
Test user’s answers are calculated and then analyzed in such a way that they fall 
under four different categories (Very good, good, moderate, and poor) which is a 
measure of system usability and efficiency?  
 
6.1 GENERAL INFORMATION QUESTION 
 
First part in which usability test was conducted is about the general information of the 
system and how do they feel about the system from their first opinion. Below are 
questions that are asked to test users.  
 
Task 1 
 
What do you think of visiting this island after seeing this system? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.1.1 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system. The first column TESTER ID 
indicates the number of test user’s interviewed for usability testing. The test user’s 
opinions are VERY GOOD, GOOD, MODERATE , and POOR for the different 
task that is performed on the test users. The Numerical values in the table indicates 
the total test users interviewed with their experience and scale rating of task from their 
view. 
 

Table No: 6.1.1(Data Table for GIQ1) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 19 14 7 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

1 9

1 4

7

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 6.1.1: (Statistical Report for GIQ 1) 

 
Out of 40 test users, 19, 14, 7 test users said good, moderate and poor respectively.  
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome given by test users is that the system will be more attractive to tourist if 
more realistic photos are added to information popup window. For some location, 
more specific text information is necessary. Many of the test users said that there must 
be some text file describing the importance of the island. Why tourists want to visit 
the island and is there any historic importance? How many people are living in the 
island and demographic information? What are the transportation facilities available 
in the island, which projects an over all view of the island and to know more about the 
island? 
 
Task 2 
 
Did you find any place for accommodation, tariff information, size of the room, 
kitchen attached or separate or when are the rooms available and the rent etc? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.1.2 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
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Table No: 6.1.2(Data Table for GIQ2) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 19 10 11 

 

USABILITY RESULT

0

19

10

11

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

 
Figure 6.1.2: (Statistical Report for GIQ 2) 

 
Out of 40 test users 19, 10, 11 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome given by test users are about the information of all hotels that provide 
accommodation facility and total no of rooms with the price range, how many rooms 
are available in each hotel, what are the different types of accommodation facility do 
they provide? This general information can be displayed in the tabular form. So 
tourist can have a general idea of accommodation available. 
 
Repetition of home page, telephone number, and fax number are not necessary. For 
certain hotels, the homepage or telephone number or post address or fax number is not 
available. 
 
Task 3 
 
Could you able to locate tourist office to get other service information? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.1.3 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
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Table No: 6.1.3(Data Table for GIQ3) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 37 3 0 

 

USABILITY RESULT

0

3 7

3

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 6.1.3: (Statistical Report for GIQ 3) 
 
Out of 40 test users, 37, 3 of them said good and moderate respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome given by test users is that they could be able to locate the tourist office 
to get other information services. Under the tourist office menu, the title tourist office 
is written as tourist information that leads to confusion. 
 
Task 4 
 
Did you find any place for eating and any liquor shop for drinking? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.1.4 are the results of usability test conducted from 
different test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.1.4(Data Table for GIQ4) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 10 30 0 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

1 0

3 0

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 6.1.4: (Statistical Report for GIQ 4) 
 
Out of 40 test users, 10, 30 of them said good and moderate respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome given by test users is that they could find places for restaurant, liquor 
shop for drinking and most of them said that pub and liquor shop should be under 
restaurant menu. 
 
Task 5 
 
Could you able to locate the facility for Gas Station, Bank, Medicare, Groceries and 
toilets?  
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.1.5 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.1.5(Data Table for GIQ5) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 12 21 7 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

1 2

2 1

7

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 6.1.5: (Statistical Report for GIQ 5) 
 
Out of 40 test users, 12, 21, 7 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome given by test users are that the name sanitary can be changed to toilet. 
Most of the users know the word toilet rather than sanitary. Different submenu for 
shower and laundry can be added under service menu so that it will be more valid and 
easy to find toilets which are most often used. All the users said that there is no bank 
facility in the island but the actual facility is available in the island that it is not 
included in this interface. Most of the users said that it will be better to use gas station 
rather than petrol it will be easier.  
 
Task 6 
 
What are the different tourist places you are interested in visiting this island? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.1.6 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.1.6(Data Table for GIQ6) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 37 3 0 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

3 7

3

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 6.1.6: (Statistical Report for GIQ 6) 

 
Out of 40 test users, 37, 3 of them said good and moderate. 
 
 The outcome given by test users about tourist places is that most of them are 
interested to visit Beach, Culture/History, Nature, Ceramic, and Boating. 
 
6.2 LOCATION IDENTIFICATION QUESTION  
 
Second part in which usability test was conducted is about identification of location to 
find efficiency of interface developed. 
 
This usability test was conducted to identify different tourist places and know how the 
customers are able to locate places quickly with tools and menus available with 
application software. 
 
Task 1 
 
Could you able to locate hotel and youth hostel in the island? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.2.1 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.2.1(Data Table for LIQ1) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 40 0 0 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

4 0

0

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 6.2.1: (Statistical Report for LIQ 1) 

 
Out of 40 test users 40 of them said it good. 
 
The test users could able to locate the hotel and youth hostel with out any problem. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The submenu camping under accommodation menu, homepage, telephone number, 
fax numbers are repeated twice which is not necessary and the post address is also not 
available. The same procedure is repeated for submenu youth hostel. For certain 
hotels there is no homepage or telephone number or post address or fax number and it 
is more confusing for the customers who want to use this facility. 
 
Task 2 
 
Locate the beaches that are there in the island? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.2.2 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.2.2(Data Table for LIQ2) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 8 18 14 
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USABILITY RESULT

0
8

1 8

1 4

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 6.2.2: (Statistical Report for LIQ 2) 
 
Out of 40 test users, 8, 18, 14 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
According to outcome given by test users, submenu named beach is not available but 
only bath is available but most of test users suggested changing name from bath to 
beach. Information displayed in popup window for many beaches is not good and the 
text information is not sufficient. Text information for beaches must highlight 
different varieties of beaches like beaches where we can swim, with high waves, with 
steep slope, with availability of cliffs rocks, where children’s are not allowed and 
where you can go with the family. The information about opening and closing hours 
is not available. Types of sand available in different beaches are also mostly 
important. 
 
Task 3 
 
Could you able to locate the place where we can get smoked fish for sale? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.2.3 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.2.3(Data Table for LIQ3) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 0 0 40 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

0

0

4 0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 6.2.3: (Statistical Report for LIQ 3) 
Out of 40 test users, 40 of them could not locate the place. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome of test users is that none of them could locate the place because the 
symbol is not displayed on the map. If the symbol is not displayed, the tourist will get 
confused and gives bad opinion about the system. 
 
Task 4  
 
Locate the place where you can refill fuel for vehicles? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.2.4 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.2.4(Data Table for LIQ4) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 37 3 0 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

3 7

3

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 6.2.4: (Statistical Report for LIQ 4) 

 
Out of 40 test users, 37, 3 of them said good and moderate respectively.  
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The changes suggested is to replace the submenu titled petrol by gas station which is 
understandable by the tourist. 
 
Task 5 
 
Could you able to locate the place where church is available? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.2.5 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.2.5(Data Table for LIQ5) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 2 3 35 
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USABILITY RESULT

0 2
3

3 5

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 6.2.5: (Statistical Report for LIQ 5) 

 
Out of 40 test users, 2, 3, 35 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome of test user’s result is that the name displayed for church is “kyrkor” 
which is Swedish term that is not quite understandable to tourists. So, the name 
should be changed to church.  While clicking church, two symbols are displayed 
where only one symbol is needed, another symbol grave yard should be a separate sub 
menu and the symbol for grave yard should be rotated clock wise by 45 degree 
because the symbol should be clear. 
 
Task 6 
 
Could you able to find the place where harbor is located? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.2.6 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.2.6 (Data Table for LIQ6) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 35 2 3 
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USABILITY RESULT

0
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2
3

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
 

Figure 6.2.6: (Statistical Report for LIQ 6) 
Out of 40 test users, 35, 2, 3 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
There is no suggestion for the changes. 
 
6.3 SYMBOL IDENTIFICATION QUESTION  
 
Third part in which the usability test is conducted is on symbol identification to find 
efficiency of interface developed. 
 
Task 1 
 
Does the symbol displayed for beach can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.3.1 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.3.1(Data Table for SIQ1) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 34 1 5 
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USABILITY RESULT

5

1

3 4

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 6.3.1: (Statistical Report for SIQ 1) 
Out of 40 test users, 34, 1, 5 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test users result symbol displayed for beach is a universal symbol and 
it is easily recognizable. So no changes are needed. 
 
Task 2 
 
Does symbol displayed for hotel can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.3.2 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.3.2(Data Table for SIQ2) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 6 9 25 
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USABILITY RESULT
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Figure 6.3.2: (Statistical Report for SIQ 2) 
 

Out of 40 test users, 6, 9, 25 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s result is that symbol displayed for hotel should be changed 
to another good symbol. Symbol displayed for youth hostel and campaign is ok.  
 
Task 3 
 
Does the symbol displayed for barbeque or grill plats can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.3.3 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.3.3(Data Table for SIQ3) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 2 5 33 
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USABILITY RESULT
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Figure 6.3.3: (Statistical Report for SIQ 3) 
 

Out of 40 test users, 2, 5 and 33 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test users result is that the symbol displayed for barbeque should be 
changed to another good symbol. 
 
Task 4 
 
Does symbol displayed for boat rent can be easily recognizable?  
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.3.4 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.3.4(Data Table for SIQ4) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 5 19 16 
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USABILITY RESULT
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1 9
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VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 6.3.4: (Statistical Report for SIQ 4) 
 
Out of 40 test users, 5, 19, 16 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test users result is that symbol displayed for boat rent should be 
changed to another good symbol. The clarity of symbol is not good. 
 
Task 5 
 
Does symbol displayed for sport and game can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.3.5 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.3.5(Data Table for SIQ5) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 11 1 28 
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USABILITY RESULT
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Figure 6.3.5: (Statistical Report for SIQ 5) 
 

Out of 40 test users, 11, 1, 28 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
 

CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 

The outcome of test users result symbol displayed for sports and game should be 
changed to another good symbol. Different sports should be given different symbol so 
it will be easier to locate sports of special interest. 
 
Task 6 
 
Does symbol displayed for church can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.3.6 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.3.6(Data Table for SIQ6) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 9 16 15 
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USABILITY RESULT
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Figure 6.3.6: (Statistical Report for SIQ 6) 
 
Out of 40 test users, 9, 16, 15 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s result symbol displayed for church should be changed to 
another good symbol. 
 
Task 7 
 
Does symbol displayed for harbor can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.3.7 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.3.7(Data Table for SIQ7) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 40 0 0 
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USABILITY RESULT

0
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Figure 6.3.7: (Statistical Report for SIQ 7) 
 
Out of 40 test users 40 said good. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test users result is that the symbol displayed for harbor is a perfect 
symbol which can be identified by every one. 
 
Task 8 
 
Does the symbol displayed for Culture/History can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.3.8 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 
 

Table No: 6.3.8(Data Table for SIQ8) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 8 14 18 
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Figure 6.3.8: (Statistical Report for SIQ 8) 
 

Out of 40 test users, 8, 14, 18 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s result is that the symbol displayed for culture/history 
should be changed to another good symbol. Too many symbols are displayed in a 
single menu, separate submenu for culture and history will be good. 

 
6.4 DIRECTION AND MEASUREMENT QUESTION  

 
In the fourth part, the usability test was conducted on direction and measurement to 
find efficiency of interface developed. 
 
Task 1 
 
From tourist office find the direction you can travel to church? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.4.1 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.4.1(Data Table for DMQ1) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 25 10 5 
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Figure 6.4.1: (Statistical Report for DMQ 1) 

 
Out of 40 test users, 25, 10, 5 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 

 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s result is that most of test users found the direction. If the 
arrow for north direction is displayed on map, it will be more efficient to find the 
direction to travel. 
 
Task 2 
 
From youth hostel can you find the direction of travel to rent a boat? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.4.2 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.4.2(Data Table for DMQ2) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 30 7 3 
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Figure 6.4.2: (Statistical Report for DMQ 2) 

 
Out of 40 test users, 30, 7, 3 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s result is to find north direction arrow on map then it will 
be more efficient to find direction to travel. 
 
Task 3 
 
What distance you need to travel from hotel to gas station to fill fuel? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.4.3 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.4.3(Data Table for DMQ3) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 40 0 0 
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USABILITY RESULT
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Figure 6.4.3: (Statistical Report for DMQ 3) 

 
Out of 40 test users 40 said good. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome of test users is that the result distance tool scale is recognizable and 
every one could be able to locate tool and measure distance. 
       
While measuring distance in scale bar, there are two items namely segments and total 
that are displayed in a small window with precision value of 8 decimals which gets 
faded after 5 seconds. As per the tourist point of view, the distance in meters or 
kilometers is more important rather than number of segments to cross over. If the 
window fades, the problem persists for old people who have sight problems and to 
avoid this a popup window can be displayed at a distance of 5000 METERS or 5 at 
three decimal places which will be simple and best. 
 
Task 4 
 
Can you find the distance you have to travel from cultural/history place to harbor? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.4.4 are results of the usability test conducted from 
different test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.4.4(Data Table for DMQ4) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 40 0 0 
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Figure 6.4.4: (Statistical Report for DMQ 4) 

 
Out of 40 test users, 40 of them said good. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test users is that the result distance tool scale is recognizable and 
every one could be able to locate tool and measure distance. 
       
While measuring distance in scale bar, there are two items namely segments and total 
that are displayed in a small window with precision value of 8 decimals which gets 
faded after 5 seconds. As per the tourist point of view, the distance in meters or 
kilometers is more important rather than number of segments to cross over. If the 
window fades, the problem persists for old people who have sight problems and to 
avoid this a popup window can be displayed at a distance of 5000 METERS or 5 KM 
at three decimal places which will be simple and best. 
 
6.5 SYSTEM DESIGN QUESTION  

 
In the fifth part, usability test is conducted on system design to find the efficiency of 
interface developed. 
 
Task 1 
 
What is your first opinion of the screen design of the system? Are you satisfied? 
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Below mentioned Table No 6.5.1 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.5.1(Data Table for SDQ1) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 10 28 2 

 

USABILITY RESULT

0

2 8

2
1 0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

 
Figure 6.5.1: (Statistical Report for SDQ 1) 

 
Out of 40 test users, 10, 28, 2 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 

 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome of test user’s result is that the background color of map which is white 
should be changed to blue. There should be legend for map which gives a clear 
indication of colors seen on map. There should be north direction arrow displayed on 
map to find direction of travel to certain places from the island. Title of the map 
should be displayed on screen. Scale bar of map should be highlighted more brightly 
on map. All text that is displayed on map is not necessary in initial map display. Only 
text for important places can be displayed on map, remaining text can be displayed 
while zooming the map. Entrance of island should be highlighted on the map so a 
tourist can understand the way into the island. Roads that are displayed on map are 
not recognizable as roads. Thickness of roads symbols should be increased so that it is 
clearly distinguished on map or different symbol should be represented for roads. 
There are different types of roads available which can be highlighted by different line 
symbols depending on different usage of roads. 
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Namely roads for bike, pedestrians, narrow road etc and these roads should be 
distinguished from other roads with different line symbols. Common information for 
tourist and sign boards should be changed to some good symbols. The symbol used 
for bridge is not good and should be replaced by another good symbol.  The symbol 
used for history and parking should be changed. Symbol i should be changed to some 
good symbol. Sports symbol that is currently used is not a good symbol and is to be 
replaced. 
 
Under restaurant and food stuff menu, the submenu halting place is occurring at two 
times. One of them should be changed to some other name. Under service menu there 
is no submenu as bank facility but in Swedish version it is available. So, this has to be 
changed.  
 
Garbage submenu is available for two times. It is not necessary to show where 
garbage processing station is located. As a tourist, no one will be interested in garbage 
station but every one will be interested in looking for the places where garbage bags 
are available so that they can dispose wastes in proper place. For insurance there 
should be a proper symbol which replaces existing symbol. Under menu tourist 
information, submenu tourist information name should be replaced by tourist office 
which will have proper sense. Gap between menu and map should be reduced so that 
map can be displayed in a larger area. In information window there should be realistic 
photos of place which will give more attraction for tourist to visit places.  
 
There should be one clear button in the top of the menu which clears all icons 
activated and bring back the menus to its initial position. This will be more useful 
instead of scrolling down the menus for long time and it will be more useful to display 
new icon by clearing the activated menu icons. 
 
Task 2 
 
What is your opinion about menus and submenus that are displayed on left hand side 
of the system? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.5.2 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.5.2(Data Table for SDQ2) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 10 26 4 
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USABILITY RESULT

0
10

26

4

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 6.5.2: (Statistical Report for SDQ 2) 
 

Out of 40 test users, 10, 26, 4 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 

CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 

The outcome of test user’s result is that the menus displayed on left hand side of 
system should be changed to following order. 

 
MENUS NEW ORDER 
 

1) TOURIST INFORMATION 
2) TRANSPORT 
3) ACCOMMODATION 
4) RESTAURANTS AND FOODSTUFFS 
5) SIGHT SEEING  
6) ACTIVITY 
7) SERVICES 
 

From menu activity, boat rental should be moved to services. Separate menu for sport 
and games should be displayed under which it shows different sports with different 
symbols so that the tourist can choose their sports of interest. Similarly beach menu 
can be subdivided into different categories based on beach so that the tourist can 
choose their beach of their own interest. Sub menu pub can be moved to restaurant 
and foodstuffs as a submenu. 
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In menu art and handcraft can be moved to menu sight and it can be a submenu in 
sight. Symbol for each item selected can be displayed near sub menu itself, so tourist 
can have view of symbol for item that has chosen which reduces a lot of confusion for 
recognizing symbol and number of items that is there in the selected items. 

 
Icons of selected item only should be displayed on map when item of submenu is 
activated, other wise symbol should not be displayed on map. 
 
In menu sight seeing menu, the sub menu culture and history when it is activated. 
Both symbols are displayed on map which leads to confusion. So culture and history 
can be divided into two sub menus which will be good and attractive and same way 
for church submenu can be sub divided into two submenus one for church and one for 
grave yard. 
 
Task 3 
 
How is visualization (color) of map on the screen? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.5.3 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 6.5.3(Data Table for SDQ3) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 18 18 4 

 

USABILITY RESULT

0

1 8

1 8

4

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 6.5.3: (Statistical Report for SDQ 3) 
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Out of 40 test users, 18, 18, 4 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 

CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 

The outcome of test users result is that the background color of map should be 
changed to blue, map legend should be displayed for information about different 
colors displayed on the map. 
 
Task 4 
 
Does minimum requirement of tourism system is satisfied by this system? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 6.5.4 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 
 

Table No: 6.5.4(Data Table for SDQ4) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
40 0 15 14 11 

 

USABILITY RESULT

0

1 5

1 4

1 1

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 6.5.4: (Statistical Report for SDQ 4) 

 
Out of 40 test users, 15, 14, 11 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively.  
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CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 

According to the outcome of test user’s result, user manual for this system should be 
included in this system to know how to use tool bars and menus effectively. In some 
places there are more icons displayed in the same place. We have to zoom the place 
so that we can see all icons separately and then click for information of that particular 
place. Many tourists does not know how to use  tools because they are not used to this 
type of system and they get confused by using the same zoom tool and say that no 
information is seen. So, we have to explain by saying click information button. There 
should be a find tool for finding the places that is already known so that when the 
name of the place is typed it displays it. 

 
In general system, when we click the color of map it does not respond and it is idle. 
Instead of that when the user’s clicks any where in the map there should be a popup 
window which says whether it is a forest or lake or build up areas or open land as a 
tool tip. When we move the mouse over the map according to the place, tool tip 
should change the text. This will be more informative and motivation for tourist and 
new people to learn more about system. 

 
There should be help button to know how tools can be used by tourist, when you click 
help button and tool a small popup window should be opened and an animation of 
how to use the tool should be displayed. Visualization effect will be more clear for 
tourist to know how the tools works 

 
Aerial photographic of island, satellite images of island should be displayed to know 
about the island clearly, an over all view of the surrounding island should also be 
displayed for more attraction. Audio sounds should play for particular place which is 
more important. 

 
There should be a separate menu which says rating of different tourist places who has 
already visited the island that gives more importance for people to visit the particular 
important place. The rating from the people will play a major role for the new tourist 
planning to visit important places in the island. 

 
This system should be modified in such a way that separate menus with options like 
half day trip, one day trip, two day trip etc, traveling in a bike and the important 
places that you can visit during half day, one day, two day etc.  Whether some cultural 
events is taking place in certain month in the island, the importance of the event 
should be highlighted and special events that will happen during certain months of the 
year will attract the tourist. 
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CHAPTER 7: ANALYSIS  (RESULTS FOR SWEDISH INTERFACE) 
 
7 GENERAL INFORMATION QUESTION 
 
First part in which usability test was conducted is about general information of the 
system and how do they feel from their first opinion. Below are questions that are 
asked to test users.  
 
Task 1 
 
What do you think of visiting this island after seeing this system? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.1.1 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system. TESTER ID  first column indicates 
the number of test user’s interviewed for usability testing. VERY GOOD , GOOD, 
MODERATE , POOR are the test user’s opinion of the system for different task that 
is performed by test users. Numerical number in table indicates total test users 
interviewed, their experience and scale rating of task from their view. 
 

Table No: 7.1.1(Data Table for GIQ1) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 29 20 11 

 

USABILITY RESULT

0

2 9

2 0

1 1

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.1.1: (Statistical Report for GIQ 1) 
 
Out of 60 test users, 29, 20, 11 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively.  
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CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome given by test users is that the system will be more attractive to the 
tourist if more realistic photos are added to the information popup window. For some 
location, more specific text information is necessary. Many of test users said there 
must be some text file saying importance of island.  
 
Task 2 
 
Did you find any place for accommodation, tariff information, size of room, kitchen 
attached or separate or availability of rooms and rent etc? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.1.2 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.1.2(Data Table for GIQ2) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 28 15 17 

 
 

USABILITY RESULT

0

28

15

17

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.1.2: (Statistical Report for GIQ 2) 
 
Out of 60 test users, 28, 15, 17 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
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CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome given test users, information of all hotels who are  providing 
accommodation facility, total no of rooms each hotel, price range of rooms, how 
many rooms are there for each hotel, what are different types of accommodation 
facility do they provide. This general information can be displayed in form of tabular. 
So tourist can have a general idea of accommodation available. 
 
Task 3 
 
Could you able to locate tourist office to get other service information? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.1.3 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.1.3(Data Table for GIQ3) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 56 4 0 

 

USABILITY RESULT

0

5 6

4

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.1.3: (Statistical Report for GIQ 3) 
 
Out of 60 test users 56 of them said good and 4 of them said moderate 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome given by test users is that they could able to locate tourist office and get 
other information services but it will be better if tourist menu is the beginning menu 
in menu structure. 
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Task 4 
 
Did you find any place for eating and liquor shop for drinking? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.1.4 are the results of usability test conducted from 
different test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.1.4(Data Table for GIQ4) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 44 16 0 

 

USABILITY RESULT

0

4 4

1 6

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.1.4: (Statistical Report for GIQ 4) 
 
Out of 60test users, 44, 16 of them said good and moderate respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome given by test users is that they could find restaurant for eating, liquor 
shop for drinking and most of them said that pub should be under restaurant menu not 
under activity menu. 
 
Task 5 
 
Could you able to locate the facility for gas station, bank, medicare, groceries and 
toilets?  
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Below mentioned Table No 7.1.5 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.1.5(Data Table for GIQ5) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 34 20 6 

 

USABILITY RESULT

0

3 4
2 0

6

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.1.5: (Statistical Report for GIQ 5) 
 
Out of 60 test users, 34, 20, 6 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome given by test users is that different submenu for shower, laundry can be 
added under service menu. The name hygiene can be replaced by toilets.Task 6 
 
Task 6 
 
What are the different tourist places you are interested in visiting this island? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.1.6 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.1.6(Data Table for GIQ6) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 55 5 0 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

5 5

5

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 7.1.6: (Statistical Report for GIQ 6) 

 
Out of 60 test users, 55, 5 of them said good and moderate respectively. 
 
The outcome given by test users is that they are interested to visit beach, 
culture/history, nature, ceramic, and boating. 
 
7.2 LOCATION IDENTIFICATION QUESTION  
 
Second part in which usability test was conducted is on location identification to find 
the efficiency of interface developed.This usability test was conducted to find 
different tourist places identification and know how customers are able to locate 
places quickly with tools and availability of menus application software 
 
Task 1 
 
Could you able to locate hotel and youth hostel in the island? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.2.1 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.2.1(Data Table for LIQ1) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 60 0 0 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

6 0

0

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 7.2.1: (Statistical Report for LIQ 1) 

 
Out of 60 test users, 60 of them said good. 
 
The test users could able to locate the hotel and youth hostel with out any problem. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
In all information window, for accommodation the post address is not given and 
opening hours is not included, if these changes are made then the content will be 
good. 
 
Task 2 
 
Locate the beaches that are there in the island? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.2.2 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.2.2(Data Table for LIQ2) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 27 26 7 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

2 7

2 6

7

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.2.2: (Statistical Report for LIQ 2) 
 
Out of 60 test users, 27, 26, 7 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome given by test users is that the text information is not sufficient. Text 
information for beaches must highlight different varieties of beaches. Beaches where 
we can swim, beaches with high waves, beaches with steep slope, beaches with cliffs 
rocks, beaches where children’s are not allowed and beaches where you can go with 
the family. Opening hours and closing hour’s information is not available. Types of 
sand available in different beaches are also important. 
 
Task 3 
 
Could you able to locate the place where we can get smoked fish or rokeri for sale? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.2.3 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.2.3(Data Table for LIQ3) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 0 0 60 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

0

0

60

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.2.3: (Statistical Report for LIQ 3) 
 
Out of 60 test users, 60 of them could not locate the place. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome of test user’s result is that no one could locate the place. Symbol is not 
displayed in on the map. Tourist will get confused if no symbol is displayed and it 
gives bad opinion about the system. 
 
Task 4 
 
Locate the place where you can refill fuel for vehicles? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.2.4 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.2.4(Data Table for LIQ4) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 55 5 0 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

5 5

5

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 7.2.4: (Statistical Report for LIQ 4) 

 
Out of 60 test users, 55, 5 of them said good and moderate respectively.  
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
There are no changes suggested. 
 
Task 5 
 
Could you able to locate the place where church is available? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.2.5 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.2.5(Data Table for LIQ5) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 26 28 6 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

2 6

2 8

6

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 7.2.5: (Statistical Report for LIQ 5) 

 
Out of 60 test users, 26, 28, 6 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome of test user’s result is that the symbol for grave yard should be changed 
it should be rotated clock wise by 45 degree. The symbol should be clear. 
 
Task 6 
 
Could you able to find the place where harbor is located? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.2.6 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.2.6 (Data Table for LIQ6) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 52 4 4 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

5 2

4
4

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 7.2.6: (Statistical Report for LIQ 6) 

 
Out of 60 test users, 52, 4, 4 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome of test user’s result is that in transportation menu, transportation from 
Stockholm to island should be included. If ferry is available, the operating time, travel 
duration, cost of traveling and the route from Stockholm to ferry station, other 
transport facilities available should be included. 
 
7.3 SYMBOL IDENTIFICATION QUESTION  
 
Third part in which the usability test was conducted is on symbol identification to find 
efficiency of interface developed. 
 
Task 1 
 
Does the symbol displayed for beach can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.3.1 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.3.1(Data Table for SIQ1) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 50 1 9 
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USABILITY RESULT

9

1

5 0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.3.1: (Statistical Report for SIQ 1) 
 
Out of 60 test users, 50, 9, 1 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s result is that the symbol displayed for beach is a universal 
symbol and it is easily recognizable. So no changes are needed. 
 
Task 2 
 
Does symbol displayed for hotel can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.3.2 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  

Table No: 7.3.2(Data Table for SIQ2) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 47 13 0 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

4 7

1 3

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.3.2: (Statistical Report for SIQ 2) 
 

Out of 60 test users, 47, 13 of them said good and moderate respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s is that symbol displayed for hotel, youth hostel and 
campaign is good. 
 
Task 3 
 
Does the symbol displayed for barbeque or grill plats can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.3.3 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.3.3(Data Table for SIQ3) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 4 7 49 
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USABILITY RESULT

0 4

7

4 9

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.3.3: (Statistical Report for SIQ 3) 
 

Out of 60 test users, 4, 7, 49 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test users result is that symbol displayed for grill plats should be 
changed to another good symbol. 
 
Task 4 
 
Does symbol displayed for boat rent can be easily recognizable?  
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.3.4 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.3.4(Data Table for SIQ4) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 16 19 25 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

1 6

1 9

2 5

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.3.4: (Statistical Report for SIQ 4) 
 
Out of 60 test users, 16, 19, 25 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 

 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test users result symbol displayed for boat rent should be changed to 
another good symbol. The symbol is not clear. 
 
Task 5 
 
Does symbol displayed for sport and game can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.3.5 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.3.5(Data Table for SIQ5) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 16 3 41 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

1 6

3

4 1

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.3.5: (Statistical Report for SIQ 5) 
 

Out of 60 test users, 16, 3, 41 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 

CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 

The outcome of test user’s result is that symbol displayed for sports and game should 
be changed to another good symbol. Different sports should be given different symbol 
to locate sports of special interest. 
 
Task 6 
 
Does symbol displayed for church can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.3.6 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.3.6(Data Table for SIQ6) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 28 23 9 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

2 8

2 3

9

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.3.6: (Statistical Report for SIQ 6) 
 
Out of 60 test users, 28, 23, 9 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s result is that symbol displayed for grave yard should be 
rotated clock wise by 45 degree. 
 
Task 7 
 
Does symbol displayed for harbor can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.3.7 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.3.7(Data Table for SIQ7) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 60 0 0 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

6 0

0

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.3.7: (Statistical Report for SIQ 7) 
 
Out of 60 test users, all of them said good. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s result is that the symbol displayed for harbor is a perfect 
one and can be easily identified. 
 
Task 8 
 
Does the symbol displayed for Culture/History can be easily recognizable? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.3.8 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 
 

Table No: 7.3.8(Data Table for SIQ8) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 25 22 13 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

2 5

2 2

1 3

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR
 

Figure 7.3.8: (Statistical Report for SIQ 8) 
 

Out of 60 test users, 25, 22, 13 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 

CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 

The outcome of test user’s result is that symbol displayed for culture is good but the 
symbol displayed for history should be changed.  There should be separate menu for 
culture and history because too many symbols are displayed and when we activate the 
menu it leads to confusion. Realistic photos should be added to the information pop 
up window which will be more attractive. 

 
7.4 DIRECTION AND MEASUREMENT QUESTION  

 
In the fourth part, the usability test is conducted on direction and measurement to find 
efficiency of interface developed 
 
Task 1 
 
From tourist office find the direction you can travel to church? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.4.1 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

 
Table No: 7.4.1(Data Table for DMQ1) 

 
TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 

60 0 1 50 9 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

2

8 3

1 5

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 7.4.1: (Statistical Report for DMQ 1) 

 
Out of 60 test users, 1, 50, 9 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 

 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s result is that arrow for north direction should be there on 
the map and it will be more efficient to find the direction of travel. 
 
Task 2 
 
From youth hostel can you find the direction of travel to rent a boat? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.4.2 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.4.2(Data Table for DMQ2) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 1 55 4 
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USABILITY RESULTS

0

1

5 5

4

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 7.4.2: (Statistical Report for DMQ 2) 

 
Out of 60test users, 1, 55, 4 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 

 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s result is that arrow for north direction should be there on 
the map and it will be more efficient to find the direction of travel. 
 
Task 3 
 
What distance you need to travel from hotel to gas station to fill the fuel? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.4.3 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.4.3(Data Table for DMQ3) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 60 0 0 
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USABILITY RESULT

0

6 0

0

0

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 7.4.3: (Statistical Report for DMQ 3) 

 
Out of 60 test users, all of them said good. 
 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome of test user’s result is that the distance tool scale is recognizable and 
every one could able to locate tool and measure distance. 
       
While measuring distance in scale bar, there are two items namely segments and total 
that are displayed in a small window with precision value of 8 decimals which gets 
faded after 5 seconds. As per the tourist point of view, the distance in meters or 
kilometers is more important rather than number of segments to cross over. If the 
window fades, the problem persists for old people who have sight problems and to 
avoid this a popup window can be displayed at a distance of 5000 METERS or 5 KM 
at three decimal places which will be simple and best. 
 
Task 4 
 
Can you find the distance you have to travel from cultural/history place to harbor? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.4.4 are results of the usability test conducted from 
different test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.4.4(Data Table for DMQ4) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 60 0 0 
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Figure 7.4.4: (Statistical Report for DMQ 4) 

 
Out of 60 test users, all of them said good. 

 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test users result distance tool scale is recognizable and every one 
could able to locate tool and measure distance 
 
While measuring distance in scale bar, there are two items namely segments and total 
that are displayed in a small window with precision value of 8 decimals which gets 
faded after 5 seconds. As per the tourist point of view, the distance in meters or 
kilometers is more important rather than number of segments to cross over. If the 
window fades, the problem persists for old people who have sight problems and to 
avoid this a popup window can be displayed at a distance of 5000 METERS or 5 KM 
at three decimal places which will be simple and best. 
 
7.5 SYSTEM DESIGN QUESTION  
 
Task 1 
 
What is your first opinion of the screen design of the system? Are you satisfied? 
 
 

Table No: 7.5.1(Data Table for SDQ1) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 13 43 4 
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Below mentioned Table No 7.5.1 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 
 

USABILITY RESULT

0

43

4
13

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
 

Figure 7.5.1: (Statistical Report for SDQ 1) 
 

Out of 60 test users, 13, 48, 4 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 
 

CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 
The outcome of test user’s result is that the background color of map which is white 
should be changed to blue. There should be legend for map which gives a clear 
indication of colors seen on map. There should be north direction arrow displayed on 
map to find direction of travel to certain places from the island. Title of the map 
should be displayed on screen. Scale bar of map should be highlighted more brightly 
on map. All text that is displayed on map is not necessary in initial map display. Only 
text for important places can be displayed on map, remaining text can be displayed 
while zooming the map. Entrance of island should be highlighted on the map so a 
tourist can understand the way into the island. Roads that are displayed on map are 
not recognizable as roads. Thickness of roads symbols should be increased so that it is 
clearly distinguished on map or different symbol should be represented for roads. 
There are different types of roads available which can be highlighted by different line 
symbols depending on different usage of roads. Namely roads for bike, pedestrians, 
narrow road etc and these roads should be distinguished from other roads with 
different line symbols. Common information for tourist and sign boards should be 
changed to some good symbols. The symbol used for bridge is not good and should be 
replaced by another good symbol.   
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The symbol used for history and parking should be changed. Symbol i should be 
changed to some good symbol. Sports symbol that is currently used is not a good 
symbol and is to be replaced. 
 
Under restaurant and food stuff menu, the submenu halting place is occurring at two 
times. One of them should be changed to some other name. Under service menu there 
is no submenu as bank facility but in Swedish version it is available. So, this has to be 
changed.  
 
Garbage submenu is available for two times. It is not necessary to show where 
garbage processing station is located. As a tourist, no one will be interested in garbage 
station but every one will be interested in looking for the places where garbage bags 
are available so that they can dispose wastes in proper place. For insurance there 
should be a proper symbol which replaces existing symbol. Under menu tourist 
information, submenu tourist information name should be replaced by tourist office 
which will have proper sense. Gap between menu and map should be reduced so that 
map can be displayed in a larger area. In information window there should be realistic 
photos of place which will give more attraction for tourist to visit places.  
 
There should be one clear button in the top of the menu which clears all icons 
activated and bring back the menus to its initial position. This will be more useful 
instead of scrolling down the menus for long time and it will be more useful to display 
new icon by clearing the activated menu icons. 
 
Task 2 
 
What is your opinion about menus and submenus that are displayed on left hand side 
of the system? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.5.2 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.5.2(Data Table for SDQ2) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 15 38 7 
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USABILITY RESULT
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Figure 7.5.2: (Statistical Report for SDQ 2) 
 

Out of 60 test users 15 said good 38 said moderate 7 said poor. 
 

CHANGES SUGGESTED: 
 

The outcome of test user’s result is that the menus displayed on left hand side of 
system should be changed to following order. 

 
MENUS NEW ORDER 
 

1) TOURIST INFORMATION 
2) TRANSPORT 
3) ACCOMMODATION 
4) RESTAURANTS AND FOODSTUFFS 
5) SIGHT SEEING  
6) ACTIVITY 
7) SERVICES 
 

From menu activity, boat rental should be moved to services. Separate menu for sport 
and games should be displayed under which it shows different sports with different 
symbols so that the tourist can choose their sports of interest. Similarly beach menu 
can be subdivided into different categories based on beach so that the tourist can 
choose their beach of their own interest. Sub menu pub can be moved to restaurant 
and foodstuffs as a submenu. 

 
In menu art and handcraft can be moved to menu sight and it can be a submenu in 
sight. Symbol for each item selected can be displayed near sub menu itself, so tourist 
can have view of symbol for item that has chosen which reduces a lot of confusion for 
recognizing symbol and number of items that is there in the selected items. 
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Icons of selected item only should be displayed on map when item of submenu is 
activated, other wise symbol should not be displayed on map. 
 
In menu sight seeing menu, the sub menu culture and history when it is activated. 
Both symbols are displayed on map which leads to confusion. So culture and history 
can be divided into two sub menus which will be good and attractive and same way 
for church submenu can be sub divided into two submenus one for church and one for 
grave yard. 
 
Task 3 
 
How is visualization (color) of map on the screen? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.5.3 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.5.3(Data Table for SDQ3) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 27 28 5 

 

USABILITY RESULT

0
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Figure 7.5.3: (Statistical Report for SDQ 3) 

 
Out of 60 test users, 27, 28, 5 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively. 

 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
The outcome of test user’s result is that the background color of map which is white 
should be changed to blue. There should be legend for map which gives a clear 
indication of colors seen on map.  
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Task 4 
 
Does minimum requirement of tourism system is satisfied by this system? 
 
Below mentioned Table No 7.5.4 are results of usability test conducted from different 
test users for usability of UTÖ tourism system.  
 

Table No: 7.5.4(Data Table for SDQ4) 
 

TESTER ID VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR 
60 0 22 21 17 

 

USABILITY RESULT

0

2 2

2 1

1 7

VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE POOR

 
Figure 7.5.4: (Statistical Report for SDQ 4) 

 
Out of 60 test users, 22, 21, 17 of them said good, moderate and poor respectively.  

 
CHANGES SUGGESTED: 

 
According to the outcome of test user’s result, user manual for this system should be 
included in this system to know how to use tool bars and menus effectively. In some 
places there are more icons displayed in the same place. We have to zoom the place 
so that we can see all icons separately and then click for information of that particular 
place. Many tourists does not know how to use  tools because they are not used to this 
type of system and they get confused by using the same zoom tool and say that no 
information is seen. So, we have to explain by saying click information button. There 
should be a find tool for finding the places that is already known so that when the 
name of the place is typed it displays it. 
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In general system, when we click the color of map it does not respond and it is idle. 
Instead of that when the user’s clicks any where in the map there should be a popup 
window which says whether it is a forest or lake or build up areas or open land as a 
tool tip. When we move the mouse over the map according to the place, tool tip 
should change the text. This will be more informative and motivation for tourist and 
new people to learn more about system. 

 
There should be help button to know how tools can be used by tourist, when you click 
help button and tool a small popup window should be opened and an animation of 
how to use the tool should be displayed. Visualization effect will be more clear for 
tourist to know how the tools works 

 
Aerial photographic of island, satellite images of island should be displayed to know 
about the island clearly, an over all view of the surrounding island should also be 
displayed for more attraction. Audio sounds should play for particular place which is 
more important. 

 
There should be a separate menu which says rating of different tourist places who has 
already visited the island that gives more importance for people to visit the particular 
important place. The rating from the people will play a major role for the new tourist 
planning to visit important places in the island. 

 
This system should be modified in such a way that separate menus with options like 
half day trip, one day trip, two day trip etc, traveling in a bike and the important 
places that you can visit during half day, one day, two day etc.  Whether some cultural 
events is taking place in certain month in the island, the importance of the event 
should be highlighted and special events that will happen during certain months of the 
year will attract the tourist. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Existing UTÖ tourism information system was developed using ACRGIS 9.0 by 
KARToTEK Teknikutbildarna AB. This system is tested with end users for its 
performance improvement and more easy usability purpose. Test was conducted with 
test users of different groups of people and the outcome of test user’s suggestions are 
taken into account for further modification of the system. 
 
Usability test was conducted in a lab. Test was subdivided into five different parts 
mainly focusing on different issues of tourism problems and application software. In 
this “Think Aloud” testing users are asked to solve certain tasks, to share their 
experience and how did they feel about the task, how are they able to solve this 
problem. 
 
The systems usability performances are calculated based on the feed back of 
customers about the easiness and difficulties they faced in this system. This test was 
carried out for wide varieties and wide range of test users for usability performance of 
system. These feed backs data’s are collected and analyzed for further modification 
and development of system such that user friendliness can be achieved.  
 
After analyzing, modification for further development of Tourism Information System 
of UTÖ Island is suggested and these suggestions will be considered by developers 
for further development of system. 
 
According to usability test conducted for UTÖ tourist information system, test users 
suggested many useful changes for the better use of system and to get more valuable 
information of island. So tourist can plan for a trip to the island more effectively.  
 
Future, development of system can be done in this way so customers can access 
information more easily. First of all system should be updated to web based. The 
customers can access the system any where in the world to know about the island.  
 
There are two options given by TURGIS (is name given to GUI (Graphical user 
interface) of UTÖ tourist information system interface for retrieving information are 
in Swedish and English.  The disadvantage of the system is that the services that are 
available in Swedish language are not available in English. The figure shown below is 
about the bank facility available in Swedish menu which is not available in English 
menu. 
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Fig 8 Service menus and submenus (in Swedish) showing Bank Facility 

 
 

 
Fig 9 Service menu and submenus (in English) showing without Bank Facility 

 
 
The menu has to be checked properly and the name convention followed in Swedish 
is directly translated to English which creates a problem for people who knows 
English only. They could not able to understand proper meaning for the words that are 
written in menus and categories of menus are also not properly done in English.  
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The important facility is about the transportation and routes available to the island 
from Stockholm. The modes of transport (by bus or ferry or combination of both) are 
not provided in the interface and this should be added in the future development of the 
system.  
 
Menus displayed by interface are in the following order (Activity, Accommodation, 
Sports & Games, Craft, Restaurants, Services, Tourist spots, Tourist office) but if it is 
displayed in the following order (Tourist office, Accommodation, Restaurants, 
Services, Tourist spots which includes crafts also, Sports & Games) it will be more 
convenient for the tourists.  
 
The icons that are displayed for sub menus are to be changed. One of the icons that 
are to be changed under Activity Menu is the sub menu Barbeque (in English version) 
or Grill Plats (in Swedish version) because this icon does not convey a proper 
message.   
 
Like wise under Restaurang and livsmedel (in Swedish version) the submenu Rökeri 
or Restaurant and food stuffs (in English version) the submenu Smoked Fish icon is 
not displayed which leads a greater confusion to the customers. 

 
 

 
Fig 10  showing the “Rokeri” option highlighted 

 
The above fig shows that the “Rokeri” option highlighted in the menu is not 
highlighted in the map. 
 
One of the important facilities to be added is the customer rating for different places 
visited by tourist. How do they feel the importance of places, how worth is it to visit, 
did they see what they expected in the places. 
 
The customer ratings give important value for other customers who are interested to 
visit the island for a short period and like to visit most important places. While they 
are traveling to island we provide them feed back forms and ask them to fill the 
queries. These data can be collected from the customers while they leave the island or 
we can ask them to leave their valuable suggestions in tourist office or we can ask 
them to fill the online form. 
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People who have their own ferry is interested to know about the places around the 
island to travel and take rest by landing their ferries. What are the different tourist 
spots, different routes they can travel around island using ferry? This facility can be 
done by providing them with dashed lines saying depth of sea around the island then 
they can decide whether they can land the ferry or not. 
 
We can provide aerial picture of island (which clearly reveals how the island looks 
like when it is seen from the flight) which gives an added advantage for the people 
who are interested in visiting the Island.  
 
We can provide three dimensional view of island so that the customers can see the 
island and find the location of hilly places in the island.  We must be able to show the 
adjacent islands with their relative distance from this island and the facilities available 
to reach other islands.  This is also an added advantage for people who have their own 
ferry. 
 
The information window displayed in the popup form displays only the text 
information which can be improved by inserting the images.   It will be more 
attractive to tourist to visualize things available in that place by adding more realistic 
photos to the popup window. 
 

 
Fig 11:  showing the information popup window high lighted 

 
The above fig shows information window highlighted without any images on popup 
information window 
 
Accommodation facility that can be provided for the tourists are as follows: 
Types of rooms & houses available - individual rooms, double rooms, individual 
house etc with internet, TV facilities and with their price range, respective owners in a 
tabular format. 
 
Customers can book for the accommodation through particular websites when the 
tabular format of the accommodation facility is seen. If the postal address is provided 
the tourist can come and enquire about the accommodation facility in person. 
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If you see submenu camping under accommodation menu the homepage, telephone 
number, fax number are repeated twice which is not necessary. It is repeated for the 
submenu youth hostel also. For certain hotels there is no homepage or telephone 
number or post address or fax number which gives more confusion to the customers 
who want to use this facility. 
 
Many of the old and young people do not know how to use the tools that are available 
in the interface. So, the soft copy of the manual can be included in the interface which 
includes the step by step procedure for the usage of tools, menus and submenus and 
the ways to retrieve information of the icons displayed in the map.  
 
The information such as inhabitants, transportation facilities, important events, 
additional facilities (medicare, banking, restaurant, emergency facility, sports & 
games, police) can be added which provides a general view of the island and it 
motivates the customer to visit it.  
 
Most of tourist expects that there will be a public transport facility to travel around the 
island which is not available. So, the tourist has to rent a bike to go around the island 
or they have to walk. 
  
Transport facility should be clearly explained in the transport menu so the tourist can 
plan their budget, cost of renting a bike per day, cost of renting a rowing boat or 
motor boat per day. What is the cost of fuel, what is average mileage given by each of 
them will be added advantage for their budget planning for visiting the island. 
 
Under restaurant and food stuffs menu, when we click for information in the submenu 
bakery it provides only the information of bakery location and telephone number but 
not about the food products they are selling and the price range, ordering facilities via 
phone. Whether they can deliver food stuff to place where we are in the island and the 
service charge? These facilities provide tourists an added advantage where they can 
order the food over the phone and ask them to deliver to the place when they are 
enjoying in the different sight seeing places. All submenus should be replaced except 
the halting place submenu. 
 
From the activity menu, boat rental can be moved to service menu, shopping can be a 
separate menu, halting place from restaurant and food stuff menu can be moved to 
activity menu.  
 
Pub from activity menu can be moved to service menu.  While the sub menu is 
clicked the symbol, number of icon appears on the map should be displayed near the 
submenu. The information is difficult to retrieve since the icons are overlapping each 
other to avoid this, icon size can be reduced and all icons can be displayed in a small 
size. When you zoom the place the size of the icon should become larger in size and 
there won’t be any problem in getting the information. 
 
When you click the submenus, the icons should be made highlighted and blinking. 
There should be one reset button at top of the menu which will reset to the initial 
menu and deactivate all the activated icons  
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It will be more convenient for tourist to use search button and search the places 
quicker than scrolling down for the places all the way. There should be a separate 
menu for sport & games, for each game there should be separate symbol, sport and 
game symbol that is displayed currently should be changed to another symbol which 
provides facility for the  tourist to choose the game of their own interest. 
 
The distance measurement tool bar displays segment and total in the tool tip and it 
gets faded after few seconds which is not good for the people who have sight 
problems. It is better to display in a small popup window or at right hand side of top 
of window. Any one can easily find the distance and it is enough to display only 
distance in kilometers or miles with the accuracy of three decimal places. 
 
It is not necessary to display the decimal places accurately because tourist are not 
going to do anything with decimal places and they are very much interested in 
knowing about the distance, they are not worried for accuracy but accuracy can be 
maintained to a tolerance level of plus or minus 10% of actual distance. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 12 Showing the Scale Bar option in Tool Tip 
 
The above fig shows tool tip option highlighted with distance   
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 13 Showing the Scale Bar option in Tool Tip (Faded) 

 
The above fig showing the tool tip option which is getting faded and distance is not 
clearly shown. 
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In the screen design, the space between menu, map can be reduced and the map can 
be displayed in a bigger size. Most of the test users said that since the island is located 
in the sea, background color can be changed to light blue color.  
 
When mouse pointer is clicked over the different colors that are displayed on the map 
no responses are there.  Instead, when the mouse pointer is moved over different 
colors displayed on the map, it can display corresponding features of the colors. For 
example, green color indicates forest or light green color indicates open land or 
agricultural land , orange color indicates build up area and blue color indicates lakes.  
 
When the over all map is displayed the roads are not clearly shown and while the map 
is zoomed the sub roads, pedestrian roads with different symbols, proper link for the 
roads and sub roads should be displayed in a detailed way. Road for motor cycle, bike 
etc can be displayed by using separate symbols. 
 
The North arrows should be displayed on screen which is easy for finding direction. 
 
Legend can be displayed on screen by providing an option button. When button is 
clicked legend displays on the map which is similar for north arrows and scale bar. 
The Stockholm Map can be displayed in a button click showing over all view of the 
island. 
 
Cultural events that take place in certain month of the island can be highlighted or any 
special events that happens during certain months of the year can also be highlighted 
which will be special events to attract more tourist. 
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ABBERIVATIONS  
 
GIQ: General Information Question 
 
LIQ: Location Identification Question 
 
SIQ: Symbol Identification Question 
 
DMQ: Direction and Measurement Question 
 
SDQ: System Design Question 
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APPENDIX 
 
1) GENERAL INFORMATION QUESTION  
 

1) What do you think of visiting this island after seeing this system? 
 

2) Did you find place for accommodation, tariff information, size of room, 
kitchen attached or separate or when rooms are available and rent etc? 

 
3) Could you able to locate tourist office to get other service information? 

 
4) Did you find place for eating and liquor shop for drinking? 

 
5) Could you able to locate the facility for Gas Station, Bank, Medicare, 

Groceries and toilets?  
 

6) What are different tourist places you are interested in visiting this island? 
 
 
2) LOCATION IDENTIFICATION QUESTION 
 

1) Could you able to locate hotel and youth hostel in the island? 
 

2) Locate the beaches that are there in the island? 
 

3) Could you able to locate the place where we can get smoked fish or rökeri for 
sale? 

 
4) Locate the place where you can refill fuel for vehicles? 

 
5) Could you able to locate the place where church is available? 

 
6) Could you able to find the place where harbor is located? 

 
3) SYMBOL IDENTIFICATION QUESTION 
 

1) Does the symbol displayed for beach can be easily recognizable? 
 

2) Does symbol displayed for hotel can be easily recognizable? 
 

3) Does the symbol displayed for barbeque or grill plats can be easily 
recognizable? 

 
4) Does symbol displayed for boat rent can be easily recognizable?  

 
5) Does symbol displayed for sport and game can be easily recognizable? 

 
6) Does symbol displayed for church can be easily recognizable? 
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7) Does symbol displayed for harbor can be easily recognizable? 
 

8) Does the symbol displayed for Culture/History can be easily recognizable? 
 
 
4) DIRECTION AND MEASUREMENT QUESTION 
 

1) From tourist office find the direction you can travel to church? 
 

2) From youth hostel can you find the direction of travel to rent a boat? 
 

3) What distance you need to travel from hotel to gas station to fill fuel? 
 

4) Can you find the distance you have to travel from cultural/history place to 
harbor? 

 
5) SYSTEM DESIGN QUESTION 
 

1) What is your first opinion of the screen design of the system? Are you 
satisfied? 

 
2) What is your opinion about menus and submenus that are displayed on left 

hand side of the system? 
 

3) How is visualization (color) of map on the screen? 
 

4) Does minimum requirement of tourism system is satisfied by this system? 
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